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ABSTRACT 
A s e r i e s  of studies were conducted at Autonetics, NAA covering 
the utility of the predictor  display in: (1) manual control of altitude and 
(2)  in monitoring the performance of an  automatic flight control system 
in the pitch axis. 
The effect of prediction time ahead of the a i rc raf t  in  the pitch 
axis was examined by analytical and simulation study. 
Results a r e  presented indicating that while the predictor  display 
is an effective means for  monitoring AFCS flight and for  manual flight 
control in  the pitch axis,  the mechanization complexity is a formidable 
b a r r i e r  to pract ical  realization of the concept, An alternate synthetic 
prediction system is discussed. 
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SUMMARY 
The predictor  display system concept proposes to use fast - t ime 
computation of vehicular future position in paral le l  with the real- t ime 
vehicular response to provide a vehicle operator with the information 
necessary fo r  optimum vehicular control whether i n  manual o r  auto- 
mat ic  flight control modes.  
A se r i e s  of studies were conducted to evaluate the effect of 
prediction time ahead of the vehicle on manual altitude control and 
automatic altitude control. 
The analytical investigation indicated that for  an assumed t ransfer  
function of 
borderline stable for  a 5-second prediction period due to the gain 
required of the human operator .  
for  the pilot, the system employed would be 
The simulation study conducted with pilots -in-the -loop supported 
this finding; the 5-second prediction period tended to instability unless 
the pilot supplied a lead te rm.  
Simulation effor t  on monitoring performance for  automatic flight 
control modes indicated that the predictor fas t - t ime computation must  
include the dynamics of the automatic flight control system for  optimum 
operation. 
The basic  principle of the sys tem -- the provision of a paral le l  
fast-t ime analog of the vehicle -- poses a monumental mechanization 
problem where complex vehicular dynamics exist .  
that such a mechanization could be achieved. A synthetic prediction 
sys tem w a s  derived which depends solely on vehicular derivative 
measurement  for  generation of the prediction. 
quite satisfactory performance. 
It appears doubtful 
Initial testing indicates 
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I .  INTRODUCTION 
The fundamental concept of the predictor  display involves the 
The fundamental technique consists of developing a model of the 
prediction of a future vehicular parameter  (position, attitude, velocity, 
etc).  
vehicle of in te res t  that wil l  per form in the same way as  the rea l  
vehicle but in  a much shor te r  time period, 
cept was advanced by Paynter and Ziebolz' and more  recently by 
Kelley2. 
The predictor  display con- 
If the model space i s  carefully adjusted to represent  the vehicular 
space, the motion of the model w i l l  represent  the future condition of the 
vehicle assuming that the vehicle does not change path. Since vehicles 
tend to change path frequently, the model must  provide a prediction of 
the outcome of the maneuver a t  frequent intervals .  The required p r e -  
diction frequency depends upon the rapidity of response of the vehicle 
(gain and bandwidth), the prediction range, and the vehicular disturbing 
functions (gusts,  t e r ra in ,  e tc ) .  
2 Kelley has hypothesized that this display mode is  an optimum 
means to allow a vehicular operator to evaluate the outcome of his 
control motions in t e r m s  of vehicular conditions; i t  would have the 
property of allowing the human operator considerable flexibility in  
adjusting vehicular condition relative to the environmental propert ies .  
In this way, maximum use could be made of the human operator 's  
adaptive control proper t ies .  
The achievement of accurate  stable manual control of a vehicle 
The cur ren t  best  technique 
This technique relieves 
in  a fluid medium i s  difficult to achieve. 
employs the command s teer ing o r  quickened displays in  which the 
human is t reated a s  a simple gain element. 
the operator of the necessity to provide lead prediction of the outcome 
of the control motion, a t  which the human operator  is notoriously 
deficient. The conventional command s teer ing sys  tem, however, p r e  - 
cludes adaptive control by the human operator .  The predictor display 
would, theoretically, overcome this deficiency and do so without 
disorienting the operator  since the model space and the vehicle space 
a r e  identical. 
The predictor  display would appear to be an excellent means of 
monitoring the performance of an automatic flight control system if the 
display could include the environmental elements upon which vehicle 
control i s  predicated.  
I- 1 
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The operator  could view the future vehicular condition and initiate 
changes des i red  o r  necessary .  
necessi ty  to view and s to re  the da ta  on the dynamic vehicular status 
information displays and estimate the future condition. 
U s e  of the display would eliminate the 
Current  automatic flight control sys tems are designed to be 
sluggish, so that the pilot can monitor the performance effectively. Jf 
a rapidly responding automatic sys tem were  employed, the pilot could 
not extract  the information f r o m  the cur ren t  instrument  complex 
rapidly enough to  maintain effective monitoring. 
The condition then occurs  that the pilot is imposing a performance 
l imit  upon the automatic flight control sys tem due to his  l imited band- 
width in  extracting information. 
It has  been postulated that the use of a predictor  display could 
eliminate this condition and provide effective communication of the 
dynamic status of the flight control sys tem relative to the vehicular 
environment. 
The studies to be reported were undertaken to evaluate the utility 
of the predictor  display in manual vehicular control and monitoring 
vehicular performance under full automatic control. 
A. STUDY APPROACH 
The study was conducted using simplified a i rc raf t  pitch axis 
equations of motion as the vehicle model. 
A simplified analysis of the stability of the predictor  display was 
conducted using a relatively simple t ransfer  function t e r m  fo r  the 
human operator .  
A m o r e  complex analysis was then attempted using the complex 
equations of motion and incorporating the equations of a representative 
pitch axis, automatic flight control sys  tem,  and stability augmentation 
system. 
In para l le l  with the analytical approach, a simulation evaluation 
was conducted using simplified a i r c ra f t  pitch axis equations of motion, 
The simulation w a s  conducted on an analog computer i n  conjunction 
with a dynamic photoformer st imulus generator ,  and a pilot 's control 
console. These efforts a r e  descr ibed i n  succeeding sections of this 
report .  
I- 2 
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11.  GENERAL QESCRI PTlON OF A PREDICTOR DISPLAY SYSTEM 
The general  model of a predictor  display generation sys tem is 
shown in Figure 11-1. 
with a gain change in  the fast- t ime equation of motion. 
derivative values must  be alined with the treal-time derivative values 
at  the initiation of the prediction cycle. 
The r e a l  time equations of motion a r e  replicated 
The fast- t ime 
The prediction interval i s  the time taken to generate the predic-  
The prediction time span i s  the period for  which vehicular tion. 
motion is predicted.  
forward gain of the fast - t ime loop and the prediction interval.  
prediction interval  i s  determined pr imar i ly  by display memory  
proper  t ies . 
The predictor  time span is dependent upon the 
The 
The required forward gain of the fast - t ime element is related to 
the prediction time interval  by: 
v of = Vif ( G ( s ) )  IGf) + v o r  
C ONT R OL P 
REAL-TIME 
CONTROLLED ALTITUDE 
E L E M E N T  DYNAMICS 
DERIVATIVE VALUES, 
INITIAL CONDITIONS 
PREDICTOR 
PREDICTOR CYCLE 
GENERATOR GENERATOR 
Figure 11-1. Predic tor  Display Generation System Model 
11- 1 
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where 
Predict ion 
G =  ( f )  Prediction Interval ' 
Thus, i f  i t  is des i red  that a prediction be made every  1/10 of a 
second of the value of a variable 10 seconds hence, the forward gain 
required is 10/0. 1 = 100. A 20-second prediction would require  a 
gain of 200 and so  on. 
i 
\ 
Considering that these gains are cascaded, the fast - t ime analog 
loop for  a third o rde r  equation would reach: 
V = V. (100 G 1) (100 G 2 )  (100 G 3)  
of 1 (s )  ( s )  ( s )  
f o r  a 10-second prediction at 10  predictions pe r  second. 
6 A 20-second prediction would resu l t  in a gain factor of 8 x 10 . 
It is quite apparent that the straightforward application of the 
fast - t ime prediction would be res t r ic ted  to those equations in  which 
the real- t ime forward gain is extremely low. 
Scaling the fast- t ime analog by reducing both the forward gain 
and the value of the initial conditions by a constant w i l l  reduce the value 
of the absolute gain (Figure 11-2). It would appear ,  however, that 
scaling l imits  of the o r d e r  of 10 /1  reductions would be the useful l imit ,  
due to the contribution of computational noise. 
11- 2 
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R 
vO 
F V vO 
lF 
G = DYNAMIC STAGE GAIN FROM REAL-TIME EQUATION 
(S) 
GF = FAST-TIME GAIN MULTIPLIER 
Figure 11-2. Fast-Time Element Configuration 
11- 3 
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I 1  1. SIMPLIFIED ANALYTICAL STUDY OF PITCH 
AXIS PREDICTION 
In o rde r  to analyze overall  stability of a i r c ra f t  response to an  
altitude change command originating f rom and being updated by a 
combination pilot and altitude prediction sys tem,  a simplified 
open loop a i r c r a f t  was assumed for  verification of approach. The 
predictor model had a t 
B K3 
s3 
open loop character is t ic ;  simulated pilot dynamics were  represented by 
A 
T S t 1 '  
The predictor model gain constant K is a function of des i red  pre-  
diction t ime. 
It is readily seen that the predictor is initialized with the cu r ren t  values 
of the dynamic var iables  4, 6 ,  and H , at the beginning of each 
prediction period. 
A block diagram of the sys tem is given in Figure 111-4. 
0 
A. ANALYTICAL APPROACH 
As  indicated a closed loop modified Z t ransfer  function 
F ( Z )  
was derived f o r  the sys tem of Figure 111-4 in which the pilot t ime 
constant was se t  at 0.5 seconds and the sampling period at 0 . 1  seconds. 
III- 1 
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The character is t ic  equation determined f r o m  this Z t r ans fe r  function 
was used in  a root locus stability analysis for each of three prediction 
t imes,  7 .  5, 10, and 20 seconds. The generalized gain constant AB 
appeared as a parameter  in the root locus analysis. 
After determination of the region of 'stability fo r  each of the 
specified prediction tirnes, two digital t ime response studies were  
made fo r  the 20-second prediction case  using gains of 0 .003,  and 
0.0057. 
sent a stable sys tem and a marginally stable system, respectively, for  
fur ther  interpretation of the root locus resul ts .  
These gains were  selected f rom the root locus plot to r ep re -  
After completion of the above efforts,  a generalized predictor 
model was developed which could be adapted to, and used in conj&ction 
with any specified a i r c ra f t  having a n  autopilot and more  complete sys-  
t em dynamics,  This model incorporated predicted ra te ,  position and 
altitude feedback, thereby presenting a more  real is t ic  output for  pilot 
uti1 iza tio n. 
B. ANALYTICAL METHODOLOGY 
The following paragraphs denionstrate the development of the open 
loop sys tem transfer  function of the block diagram depicted in Figure 
111-4. 
evaluate the stability of the given sys tem for a s tep input. 
This open loop t ransfer  function was required to analytically 
Although this development was begun in the S plane, anticipation 
of the u l t ixa te ly  required Z plane transformation prompted the immediate 
Z transformation of the numerator  of the 
Ts  
1 - e  
S 
ze ro  o rde r  hold to the equivalent hybrid expression 
This accounts f o r  the appearance of Z t e r m s  at the beginning of the 
development. 
111-2 
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When the open loop t ransfer  function had been determined symbolic- 
ally in Equation (22) application of a n  appropriate s e t  of S to Z t r ans -  
fo rms  yields the des i red  Z t ransfer  function. On the basis  of this Z 
function, a general  expression f o r  the cha iac te r i s t ic  equation of the 
sys tem was wri t ten 
k.  AB ( Z  t Z1) (2 - Zz)  ( Z  .- X +_ jY) 
= -1  1 
3 
Z ( Z  - 1) ( Z  - .8187) 
in which k i  i s  a gain factor  depending upon the des i red  prediction t ime; 
A is the st ick gain; and B is the velocity of the vehicle, 
was used to determine root loci  as a function of the gain AB fo r  various 
prediction periods. 
Thls expression 
6 
e 
e' 
8 
8' 
0 
H 
HI 
Hd 
0 
H 
z -,L A 
d Z S(TS t 1) 
= (Hi - H ):: 
1 
S 
= 8 -  
K 
S 
= 8 -  
1 
z - 1  A B  = a -  B =  (Hi - H ):k -
s3 d ' S4(TS t 1) 
b 
111- 3 
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Z - 1 ABK3 Z -  1 A B ( 1 - K )  Z -  1 .ff-+ 2 Hd = (H. - Hd)Q - (H. - H )* - (Hi - Hd) i; 
2 (TS t l ) ]  * 7 s 3  [ Z s4 (TS -t 1) ’ [ I d Z s  
2 
__. z - 1  A B ( 1 - K )  
z s3 (TS t 1 )  
III-4 
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Z - 1  A B  ( 1 - K )  --- 
Z s2  (TS t 1 )  
* Z- 1 AB( 1-K 2 ) 
3 ( T S t 1 )  - [(.iqHd) 
Ho = (H.-H )% - - 
i d 'il [s4($:+l,] " 
8 Z - 1  ABK3 AB(1-K) Z - 1  K2 AB(1-K 2 %  ) m 
Hd* = (Hi-Hd) [ [-] [-] * -?!- [T] t [ s3(TSt l ) ]  9 E] 
111-5 
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m where super scr ipt  denotes normal  Z t ransforms and super sc r ip t  
denotes modified Z t r ans fo rms  with m - 1. 
The above equations a r e  of the fo rm:  
.L .l. .1, 
H i  = (Hi - Hd)*'. Q t H"' R 
0 
the ref0 r e  
III-6 
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and 
.b 
H 1* 
P .I. H-‘’ = 
0 l + Q + P R  i 
where  
.I. .L 4 
-!- (1-K)(Z-1) .‘* “’ iq 
z4 
m z -  1 
R = 7 [= ]  
111- 7 
d 
The open loop t ransfer  function becomes 
3 :: 2 m ABK3 2-1 AB(1-K ) (Z-1)  * PR = [S1(TStl)] [s4(TStl) 1 7 [ ~ ]  
m 
J 
111- 8 
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After par t ia l  f ract ion expansion of Equation (23), application of the 
appropriate S to Z t r ans fo rm pairs  found in "Digital and Sampled Data 
Control Systems, I '  by Julius T. Tou, resul ts  in the open loop t ransfer  
function expressed in t e r m s  of Z ,  k, T, t, AB, and m, where T is the 
pilot t ime constant and t is the sampling period, Setting T = 0.5 seconds, 
t = 0. 1 seconds, and m = 1, this expression may  be simplified, factored, 
and se t  equal to -1, producing the character is t ic  equation given in 
Equation (24). The t e r m  k i  i s  determined by the des i red  prediction time. 
When a specific value of k i  i s  substituted into Equation (24), a root locus 
analysis can  be made yielding the des i red  stability cri terion. 
C .  RESULTS 
The root locus plots for  the 7.5; 10-and 20-second prediction 
t imes a r e  presented in F igures  111-1, 111-2, III-3, respectively. A s  indi- 
cated in these plots, each case  has  a region for  the gain constant AB in 
which stable operation (all poles l ie  within the unit c i rc le )  may be ex- 
pected. 
gains. 
operation a s  the prediction t ime i s  decreased. 
f igures,  i t  may  be concluded that stableioperation may  be achieved with 
the Simplified sys tem of Figure 111-4, if  the gains a r e  maintained in  the 
required region, 
Al l  three plots a l so  indicate instability fo r  extremely small 
On the basis  of these 
It may a l so  be noticed that higher gains a r e  required fo r  stable 
Figure III- 1. Root Locus fo r  7.5-Second Prediction Time 
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A digital time response study was made of the 20-second pre-  
diction t ime case  fo r  gains AB of 0.003 and 0.0057, respectively. Ex- 
amination of Figure 111-3 indicates a gain of 0.003 should produce com- 
pletely stable operation, while operation with a gain of 0.0057 should 
display marginal  stability. 
of the simulation study and verify the predictions based on the root locus 
plot. 
sponse fo r  a desired change of h / B  feet .  
f r o m  the frequency of the response that the three poles near  Z = 1 a r e  
dominant during the f i r s t  100 plus seconds of change, and then the pair  
of complex poles just  outside the unit c i r c l e  dominate and cause a high 
frequency oscillation of increasing amplitude exhibiting instability. 
F igures  111-5 and 111-6 present  the resu l t s  
The resu l t s  plotted in  F igures  111-5 and 111-6 give the sys tem r e -  
In Figure 111-6, i t  may be noted 
z-1 
6 rsz O\-Y-’ 
Figure 111-4. Block Diagram of Simplified Systems 
Predic te r  Model 
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Figure 111- 5. Time Response f o r  20-Second Prediction 
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Figure 111-6. Time Response for 20-Second Prediction 
Period - Gain A B  = 0.0057 
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1% COMPLEX ANALYTICAL STUDY OF PITCH A X I S  
PREDICTION 
Having demonstrated the feasibil i ty of mathematically determining 
the stability charac te r i s t ics  of a pilot-predictor altitude control sys tem 
fo r  a simulated B/S3 open loop a i r c r a f t  and a Pa /St a simulated pilot 
character is t ic ,  i t  was decided to attempt to apply the same technique fo r  
a stability analysis of a n  actual a i rc raf t .  Both analyses were  constrained 
by the assumption of constant a i r c r a f t  velocity and the l inearizing assump 
tion of small angles, angular ra tes ,  and no yaw o r  roll motion. These 
assumptions do not introduce appreciable e r r o r  in the resul ts  fo r  routine 
altitude changes of moderate  performance a i rc raf t .  
A. ANALYTICAL APPROACH 
The analysis was begun using the sys tem block diagram of Figure 
IV-1. The symbols which may  not be c l ea r  a r e  defined as follows: 
a = aircraft velocity in feet  pe r  second 
M6 = the moment stability parameter  associated with elevator 
e deflection 
M = the moment stability parameter  associated with pitch rate 
q 
P(S) = pilot t ransfer  function 
R(S) = elevator actuator-servo t ransfer  functions 
Inspection of Figure IV-1  shows the upper half of the figure to com- 
pr i se  a general  block d iagram fo r  a n  aircraft including the basic elements 
fo r  an  altitude hold system, except fo r  the altitude feedback loop. 
loop has  been removed as the pilot is to per form the altitude control 
function. 
This 
The middle section of Figure IV-1 compr ises  the general  block 
d iagram for  the predictor  model of the a i r c ra f t  dynamics and control 
system. 
a i r c ra f t  variables.  
included i n  the predictor model a s  this variable is difficult to sense 
accurately,  and the addition of this effect  would make the a l ready  complex 
predictor model even m o r e  complex. 
effect i n  the predictor will increase slightly the required t ime fo r  a given 
The predictor i s  initialized at each r e se t  by the sensed o r  t rue 
The effect of change in angle of attack has not been 
Omission of the angle of attack 
IV-1 
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altitude change, but will not affect the accuracy  of the pilot-predictor 
control system. 
The bottom loop in Figure IV-1  represents  the predictor display 
and pilot response to the display signal. 
In performing the stability analysis of the given system, a closed 
loop 2 plane t r ans fe r  function of the type h(Z) /hc(Z)  must  be obtained 
because of the r e se t  mechanism in  the predictor model and because the 
control function is of a d iscre te  nature. In developing the des i red  t r ans -  
f e r  function, the approach was to keep all blocks completely general  until 
such t ime as specific constants and t ransfer  functions had to be inser ted 
in o rde r  to continue the analysis.  
The f i r s t  and by far the most  complex par t  of the analysis con- 
[' 1" r e f e r s  to the modified 2 
sis ted in determining h' :: as  a function of (hc::: - h' :) and 
t ransform.  
(hc:: - h'::) was to ref lect  the difference between the predicted and com- 
manded altitudes at the sampling instant. Because of the r e se t  mechan- 
ism in the predictor resett ing simultaneously with the e r r o r  sampler ,  
the use of ordinary 2 t ransforms would have provided (hC+ - h+) which 
information was not des i red ,  
[h] where 
Modified 2 transformations were  required since the t e r m  
[ 1:' r e f e r s  to the 2 t ransform and 
B. ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 
The open loop t ransfer  function f o r  h '  may be writ ten direct ly  
f r o m  Figure IV-1 and is seen to be 
J .  
z-1 aK a K  2 - 1  - - -  -z (s2 I s 2 ]  -iF) 
I v - 2  
d 
c 
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h l T  
A 
+ 
I 1  
c 4 + 
+ 
I 
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In Equation (I-1), h' i s  expressed in t e rms  of the sensed a i rc raf t  
A s  may variables,  and am, the e r r o r  signal to the predictor system. 
be noted, 
ferent Z-transformed t e r m s  a s  well a s  in an  S plane function. 
Z- t ransforms can only be obtained when the functions to be t ransformed 
a r e  known. Thus, the t e r m s  
6, which i s  a t ime varying quantity appears  in several  dif- 
mus t  be determined explicitly in t e r m s  of known o r  measurable  
quantities . 
8, may be writ ten in the f o r m  
m 6 
where 
b 
A 
B 
C 
= bap - A01 - B0' - c(h  - h'  ) 
- 
e - m6 
= ImqtMGe K O I  
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Elimination of O' and 0 in Equation (1-2) yields 
zs 
IV-5  
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Manipulation of Equation (1-3) gives 
.?. 
( Z -  
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where  
$4 = BS t a c K  
2 2 = AS t BKS t a c K  $5 
3 2 2 3 $6  = S t AKS t BK S t acK 
The s t a r r e d  ( z )  t r ans fo rm of Equation (1-4) gives 
IV- 7 
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Equation (1-4) and (1-5) give am/S3 and [ ~ m / S 3 ]  * in te rms  of 
sensed variables, known constants, and the remaining undetermined 
te rms  [6,/SZ] ': and 1am/S] ". The results of Equations (1-4) and 
(1-5) may be substituted into Equation (I- 1) to give 
IV-8  
i 
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and 2- t ransformed to 
of sensed var iables ,  known 
of Equation (1-4) 
:k. Both of these ve ry  
into Equation (1-6) to 
produce h' as a function of sensed var iables ,  known constants and pilot 
input. h' then becomes 
2 *  3 a K  S1 z 3  
3 abK 6 
h' =- $6 +[.I [? bKX - -$) t - Z bK2X2y2 (F-T) 
z1z3z9 (F - $) + b Z3Z4K2X (+ aK3$ - ?)+ b Z1Z3Z4Zl0 (e - *)I
+ b  z 
$6 
3 +[?I" [ b  Z3Z5KX (7 - 5) t b Z3Z5X 
$6 
t b Z1Z3Z5Zg (e - *) + b? K2X(+ aK3$ - 7) + b z2z lo(c  - e) 2 
$6 
3 
a K  S4 2 
t b Z  2 3 4 5  Z Z Z K 2 X  ( -2 - F) + z1z2z3z4z5z10 ($ - *)] 
$6 
3 
t [%] [bK3X.Zl (* 3 - G) + b Z 3 Z 6 K X ( F  a K  $5 - 5) + bZ3Z6K2X2Y2 (% 
5 
$6 
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3 
$6 - F )  
- -) a K  $4 t b Z 1 Z 3 Z 6 Z 9  (* 3 - $) + bZ2Z7K4X(+ aK S 
t bZlZ2Z7ZloK2(T - e) 
3 
2 3 
t bZ2Z3Z4Z6K2X (+ $6 - $-) 
+ b Z Z Z Z Z Z  1 2  3 4 6 10 ($-*) +h+Q(G--) 
3 
aK $5 a K  
z1z3z9 aK3$ 2 
t z2 - $) t Z3Z4K2X(+ $6 - $) t Z l Z 3 Z 4 Z l o ( t  - *)] 
3 
t Z Z K2X2Y2 (F - -2$_) aK $4 
3 5  
3 
a K  $4 
$6 
+ z1z3z5z9 (* - +) t - z2 K2X (r - p) t ZzZlo  (% - e) 
z1 
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2 3 a K  $4 
f Z2Z3Z4Z5K2X t z z z z z z  1 2  3 4 5 10 (+-e)] 
- [XI .'- [ K3XZ1 (e - :) t Z3Z6KX (e - 9) t Z 3 6  Z K 
(7 $6 - F) 
.A. 
2 3  aK3$ 
$6 
3 3 
2 a  - -)t a K  $4 Z l Z 3 Z 6 Z 9 ( e  - $) t Z2Z7K4X (7 a K  g4 - 2) t Z1Z2Z7ZI0K (3 
' $6 
3 
a2cK3) t Z2Z3Z4Z6K2X (7 a K  S4 - p) t Z1Z2Z3Z4Z6Z10 (G - a2cK3)] 
-F ' $6 T 
3 
3 Z Z X aK3$ a K  $4 
t [g] '' [KXZl (* '$6 - $)t (4 ' $6 - 5) t Z 3 6  Z X 2 Y 2 ( p  - r) $6 
(;14 a K  
z1z3z6z9 (a2cK3 a )  2 - -  s$6 - 7 Z2Z7K S2 3. K2 
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a2cK3 
aK3s4 z z z z z z  
t Z2Z3Z4Z6X (- s256 - 2) t 
K2 ($ - -) t b ($ - $3 
a2cK3 
aK35 
t Z1Z3Z5Zg (q - g)t K2X (e - F)t Z2Zlo  (+ - -) 
- y )  t 2 1 2 2 Z 3 2 4 2 5 2 1 0  ($ - ~~] a2cK3 
aK35 a2cK3 aK3$ e)' zlzgz6zq (T - ;) Z2Z7K4X (e - 7) Z1Z2Z7Z10K2 (g 
- g) t Z3Z4K2X (- - F)t Z1Z3Z4Zl0 ($ - T) a2cK3 t [ ~ ]  I [ K X ( K  aK354 
- - t K2X2Y2Zl a2cK3 a2cK3 ( - s$6 )- K4X2Y6Z1 (g - F ) t  Z 3 Z 5 X ( -  
- d)t Z3Z5KX2Y2 (F - K) aK354 t7 Z1z3z5Zq (T a2cK3 - g) t Z2Z8K2X (- aK354 
s3 
K 
- *)] t [-$I '. [ K2XZl (5 - $)t Z3Z6X($ aK35 - $) 
t Z3Z6KX2Y2 (F - -) aK3$4 t Z Z Z Z a2cK3 
S56 
aK354 
3$ (T - %) t Z2Z7K3X (K s256 
aK354 
- . . ) .ZZZZ 1 2 7 10 K (S 5 - c  S56 ) t z z z z K x - - -  2 3 4 6 (s254 i:) 
sz 
+ z122z324z6210 
K 
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where the following definitions have been used: 
.!. F 
y7 = [*] 
.I. 
Y9 = [ ~ ] " '  
3 
3 2 5 2  3 2  5 2  
7 
7 4 9 7  5 6  
1 - a c K  XY z2 - -  - 
'1 1 - a c K  XY - K XY f a c K  X Y Y + a c K  X Y2Y5 - a c K  X Y Y 
3 2 5 2  3 2  5 2  
3 2 5 2  3 2  5 2  
1 - a c K  XY2 - K XY4 t a c K  X Y Y 
1 - a c K  XY + a c K  X Y Y 
t a c K  X Y 2 Y 5  - a c K  X Y Y 
t a c K  X Y2Y5 - a c K  X Y Y 
- -  z3  4 7  5 6  
'2 7 4 4 7  5 6  - K XY 
4 2  3 2  6 3  4 3  -KXY t a c K  X Y Y 
10 7 10 t K X Y4Yl0 - a c K  X Y4Y7Yl0 - a c K  X Y2Y5Yl0 
5 3  t a c K  X Y3Y5Y9 6 3  3 2  6 3  
y 7 y 9 y l l  
t a c K X  Y Y Y - K X  Y Y 
5 6 10 9 11 
6 3  + K2X2Y2Y9 - a c K  5 3  X Y Y Y f a c K  4 3  X Y2Y8yll  
2 7 9  
- a c K X  Y Y Y 
5 9 12 
6 3  3 3  3 2  5 3  -acK X Y6Y8Y11 - a c K  X Y Y Y t a c K  X Y Y - a c K  X Y Y Y 2 2 8  3 8  3 4 8  
- a c K X  4 2  Y Y + a c K X  6 3  Y Y Y t a c K X  5 3  Y Y Y 
8 12 4 8 12 2 6 8  
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Z4 = KXYll  - a c K  4 2  X Y Y - K 2 2  X Y2Y4 + a c K  5 3  X Y2Y4Y7 + a c K  3 3  X Y Y Y 7 11 2 2 5  
- a c K X Y Y  3 2  + a c K X Y Y  4 2  - a c K X Y Y Y  5 3  
5 12 2 5 6  3 5  
Z 5  
= K2XY - a c K  5 2  X Y Y - a c K  3 2  X Y Y + a c K  '5 X 2 Y Y 
Z6 
9 7 9  2 8  6 8  
= a c K  5 2  X Y Y t a c K  3 XY8 - a c K  5 2  X Y Y 
5 9  4 8  
5 
Z = acKXY 
7 
Z8 = KXY - a c K  4 2  X Y Y - a c K  2 2  X Y Y t a c K  4 2  X Y5Y6 4 4 7  2 5  
3 3  3 2  5 3  4 2  - K X Y2Y6 t K  X Y12 = K X Y2Y2 - K X Y3 
3 2  5 2  
Z 
9 
6 
Z l 0  = K X  Y 2 - K X  Y 
IV-15  
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Now using approximate t ransfer  functions for the C-141 flying at 550 
feet  per second at sea  level,  and neglecting the effect of the elevator 
actuator-servo t ransfer  function because of i ts  relatively shor t  time 
constant, specific values may  be inser ted for  the sensed a i r c ra f t  
variables and constants 
constants were used: 
F o r  this particular aircraft the following 
M = -14.0 KO = 2.36 
6, 
M = -3.0 Kh = 0.01 
q 
F r o m  these values, the constants A,  B, and C may be determined. 
A = 3 t 6 . 5  = 9.5 
B = 33 
C = 0.14 
The following a i r c ra f t  t ransfer  functions a r e  a lso used: 
a -0 .2  ( S  t 73) 
- ( S )  = 
'e S2 t 6s t 21 
4 -13.8 (S t 1.81) 
- ( S )  = 
6 e S 2 t 6 S t 2 1  
0 -13.8 (S t 1.81) 
- ( S )  = 
6 P S3 t 12.42 S2 t 65.2 S t 59 
2 
h - 110 (S t 4 S - 125) -- 
'p S ( S 3  t 12.42 S2 t 65.2 S t 59) 
IV-16 
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Additional functions appearing in  l a t e r  equations a re  defined by: 
I - S t 9 . 5 K  
2 E2 - - 
K 
I 2 - S t 9 . 5 K S t 3 3 K 2  E3 - - 
77 K3 
2 
E 5  = 110 (S $ 4  S - 125) 
E6  = -13 .8  (S t 1 .81 )  
E7  = [ -13 .8  (S t 1 . 8 1 1  [33 S t 77K] 
= r - 1 3 . 8  L (S t 1 . 8 l ) ]  [ 9 .  5 S2 t 33 KS t 77 K2] E8 
3 2 2 3 $6 = S t 9 . 5 K S  t 3 3 K  S t 7 7 K  
3 2 = S t 12 .42  S t 65.28 t 59 
$7 
3 2 3 2 
$8 = (S t 12.42 S t 65 .2  S t 59)(S t 9.5K S t 33K2 S t 77K3) 
F r o m  the preceding relat ionships ,  the following equations may be 
de rived. 
IV-17 
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:: * 
h - h '  ) 
C 
Sirrlplification of Equation (I-7),  substitution of the above expressions 
where appropriate and taking the n,odified Z t ransform of the resulting 
expression, yields Equation (1 )  of the text a s  the resulting expression 
for  h '  ::, Because of the length of that equation, it wi l l  not be repeated 
he re  
Now it is  tin-e f o r  the long and tedious process  of substituting the 
appropriate expressions fo r  the subscripted Z and y terrrLs in o rde r  to 
sirr,plify the expression for  h' +:. 
exerc ise  and rrluch c a r e  rrlust be used to avoid e r r o r  during the process .  
This i s  a very tirr,e consuming 
IV-  18 
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After the above substitution and simplification, the expression f o r  
h’ : becomes 
IV- 19 
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demonstrates  it to have the constant value 
After substitution of this value into Equation (I-8), the remaining indi- 
cated Z-transformed expressions must  be actually transformed and 
combined to produce an  explicit value for  h'::: in the fo rm given in 
Equation ( 2 )  of the text: 
It may be readily seen f r o m  the number of 2 transformations and com- 
binations that must  be made in Equation (I-8),  that a high degree of p re -  
cision must  be used in  o r d e r  to obtain a n  accurate  final expression for  
h':::. As pointed out in the text, a smal l  change in the coellicients of 
the number of the open loop t r ans fe r  function h ( Z )  could very  eas i ly  
change the location of the open loop ze ros ,  and consequently, the 
region of stability indicated by the root locus analysis.  When the 
general  t ransfer  function r e fe r r ed  to above had been obtained, specific 
a i r c ra f t  t ransfer  functions and constants had to be obtained to proceed 
with the computation of the Z t ransformations.  
h C W  
Typical t ransfer  functions 
IV-ZG 
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f o r  a C-141 flying a t  sea level at a velocity of 550 feet  per  sscond were  
used in the final transformations to replace the symbols 8 ,  8 ,  7 ,  etc. ,  
that had hitherto been used. After substitution, the t ransfer  function 
had the fo rm 
hl * = (hf - hl ”’) [ TI “(,bK4x2 2 [*I ” t 1 b K 5 x 2  ‘3’4 - abK5X3Y2 
t [ a2bcK3X(-- z2 Z Z Z Z lo)] t [ a ] * [ a b K 4 X 2 z 3 z 5  [ ~ ]  % 
2 3  
Z2Z3Z4Z5) - abK5X3 y 2 z 3 z ~  1 E] ” t [ a bcK X (Z1Z3Z5Z9 
- z z z z z z  1 2  3 4 5 10 
abK 5 2 2 2 2 2  X 2 3 4 6 t abK7X2 ‘2’7 - abK X y2z3z6] [$] * t [a2bcK3X (Z1Z3Z6Z9 
t K 3 XZ - K2 z1z2z7z10 - z1z2z3z4z6z101] [$Irn 1 - [TI E7P(S)  “ [ a K 4 X 2 2  [ ~ I  * 
1 
aK5X2 ‘3’4 - aK5X3 ’2 21 [ ~ ]  ‘‘ t [a2cK3X (y z z z  - Z 
- [-] E , W  * 1 aK4X2 ‘ 3 ’ 5  [k]“ t [aK5X2 (2 t z z z z ) - a ~ 5 ~ 3  y2’3’5] [*] * 
s$8 z1 2 3 4 5  
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t [a2cK 3 X ( z z z z  1 3 5 9 - Z 2 Z 1 0 ~ Z Z Z Z e z  1 2 3 4 5 l o ) ]  ~ I m }  - [ E 7 W  2$ ] *[aK3X 
58 
t [a2cK6X2 '1 + a2cK3X (z lz3z6z9  - z122z3z4z6z10) - a2cK5X z 1 z 2 z 7 z i ~ ]  k] -1 
t [+],'.[aKX ( 1 t K )  t [aK2X2 '3'6 ( I t K ) ]  [$]"'t [aK5X2 '2'7 (1+K) 
E P( S ) *'- 
s 7  
t a K  3 2 2 2 2 2  X 2 3 4 6 ( 1 t K )  - a K  3 X 3 Y Z  2 3 z 6 ( l t K ) ]  [-$-I * t [a2cK4X2 ' l (1tK) 
L z z z z  2 3 z z z z  2 z z z z z z  f a  cKX 1 3 6 9 ( 1 t K )  - a cK X 1 2 7 10 ( 1 t K )  - a cKX 1 2 3 4 6 10 ( I t K ) ]  
5 2 z z z z  
E 8 W  
t [aK7X2 '2'7 t a K  X 2 3 4 6 [$] 1 - [ 7 1  " 1 aK3X t aK4X2 '3'6 S 8  
5 3Y2Z3Z6] [E4 :g [ 2 3 z z z z  z z z z z z  - aK X t a cK X ( 1 3 6 9 - 1 2 3 4 6 10)  t a2cK6X2 '1 
- a 2 cK 5 2 2 2 2  1 2 7 lo] [ *] 1 - [-I"( E8P(S) aK4X2 '3'5 [k] * t [ a K 5 X 2 ( s  
'$8 
t z z z z )  2 3 4 5  - a K X  5 3y2z3z5]  [$]::: t [ ~ C K X  2 3 ( z z z z  1 3  5 9 -  z z z z z z  1 2  3 4 5 
E 8 P W  [:] m] - [F] 2 [$]" t '3'4 - aK5X3 Y2 31 z2 [+I" 
t [ a 2 c K 3 X (  z z z  ': ' z z z z  E m  E6P(S) 
2 - 1 3  4 l o ) ]  [-4 } t [  ]*[aK3X2z3z5 [:I* 
a K  4 2  X - aK 4 3 y z z  X 2 3 5 t aK5X2 '2'8 t aK4X2 '2'3~4'.] [ ~ ] "  
t [a2cK7X3 '1 [:I* t a3cK2X z lz3z5z9  - a2cK3X z1z2z8z10 - a 2 c K  2 X z z z z z z  1 2 3 4 5 10 
I V - 2 2  
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where the subscripted Z '  s a r e  not related to the complex variable Z. 
Equation (1) may  be rewri t ten in the f o r m  
where G(Z, 1)  includes all the t e r m s  in the brackets  1 I in equation (1). 
The open loop t ransfer  function f o r  h: may  a l so  be writ ten as: 
E5P(S) :: J. ' P  
h:k = [s2 $7 ~ X (hc - h"k) ( 3  1 
E5P(S)  : 
where [ 
for  h. 
] i s  the Z t ransform of the open loop t ransfer  function 
s2 $7 
Combining and manipulating Equations ( 2 )  and (3)  eliminate h '  :k 
yielding the des i red  closed loop t ransfer  function 
C c '  ' L / - J  
The character is t ic  equation of the closed loop sys t em is seen f r o m  
Equation (4) to be 
1 t G(Z,  1) t 
f r o m  which the root locus analysis was made. 
C .  RESULTS 
( 5 )  
After making substitution of the proper  values fo r  the symbols in 
Equation (1)  and using a sampling t ime of 0 .1  seconds, a prediction 
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period of 10 seconds, and a pilot t ransfer  function of the nature, 
- 2 P  
st2 P ( S )  =- 
where P i s  the combination pilot-stick gain, the necessary  Z 
transformations were  obtained to determine the values of 
G ( Z ,  1) and x .  
The open loop t ransfer  function was then determined to be 
18.38 P ( Z  t . 039) (Z  - .302  ? j . 283) (Z  - 1.159 i j .540)  
(7 )  Z ( Z - 1 )  ( 2 - . 8 9 3 7 ) ( Z -  .8187)  ( 2 - . 5 1 1  L j . 249)  
The root locus i s  plotted in Figure IV-2. 
Comparison of this root locus with the previously determined 
simplified vers ion for  a 10-second prediction period indicates a l e s s  
stable sys tem fo r  the actual a i rc raf t .  
because of the stabilization built into the a i r c ra f t  dynamics and because 
of the stability augmentation outer loops included both in the a i r c ra f t  
control sys tem and the predictor model. This tendency to instability 
s tems f r o m  the pair  of complex ze ros  in the open loop t ransfer  function. 
This does not s eem reasonable 
These resul ts  a r e  only tentative because there  was insufficient 
t ime to calculate root loci  for  more  than one prediction period o r  to do 
a computer simulation fo r  the prediction period which was studied. In 
addition, determination of accurate  Z transformations of complex S 
plane functions require a high degree of precision in the computation, 
particularly in a case  such a s  this where many such t ransforms had to 
be combined sometimes resulting in small differences of la rge  numbers.  
A slight change in the numerator  coefficients of the open loop t r ans fe r  
function could conceivably change the position of the open loop zeros  
to produce a ve ry  different region of stability. 
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Figure  IV-2.  Root Locus for  10-Second Prediction 
Per iod  
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V. SIMULATION STUDY OF PITCH A X I S  MANUAL CONTROL 
USING PREDICTOR DISPLAY CONFIGU~ATIONS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
A general  simplified pitch axis analog computer simulation was 
developed to evaluate the applicability of the analytical resu l t s  and to  
develop predictor display technique in general. 
The basic elements of the simulation consist  of: 
1. AD 64 Analog Computer, programmed to provide: 
a .  
b. Fas t - t ime equations of motion 
c .  
d .  
e .  
f .  Altitude e r r o r  measurement 
Real-t ime pitch axis equations of motion 
Automatic flight control equations of motion 
Stability augmentation equations of motion 
Predictor  display timing and sweep generation 
functions 
2. Dynamic Photoformer - generates t e r r a in ,  flight path 
profile, e tc .  
3. Aircraf t  Display Console: 
a .  Predictor  display 
b Radar altitude 
c .  Rate of c l imb 
d.  Pitch attitude (roll ,  bank and turn  displays were in  
e .  Flight control s t ick 
place but not driven) 
4. Experimenter’s  Console 
5. Recording Equipment 
B. COMPUTER PROGRAM 
1. Real- and Fast-Time Equations of Motion 
The r ea l -  and fast- t ime equations of motion a r e  shown in block 
diagram form in Figure V- 1 and in computer mechanization form in 
Figure V-2. 
v-1 
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CONTACTS 
Figure V-  1. Simplified Block Diagram, Real- and Fast-Time 
Equations of Motion 
The oreal-t ime equation is generated straightforwardly to obtain 
Z ,  Z ,  8, 8 and CY, a function of elevator position (st ick position). 
The notation is given in Table V - 1  and the equation coeficients in 
Table V - 2 .  
The fast-t ime equation is generated s imilar ly  but each integrator 
is shorted by a dry  r eed  relay driven by the predictor timing generator .  
When the timing generator recycles ,  the integrator is driven to  
the zero condition. 
condition is the value of the r e a l  t ime derivative, Figure V-3 .  
The output of each fast-t ime section in the r e s e t  
Since each of the fast - t ime sections i s  cascaded (Figure V-3), 
the only output of the fast - t ime section during r e se t  and at the initiation 
of the computing cycle i s  the altitude t e r m .  
During the fast-t ime computing epoch, the value of the fast-t ime 
derivatives changes dynamically to  provide the altitude profile for the 
predictor t ime span (Figure V-4) .  
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Table V-  1. Notation 
cy = Angle of attack 
cy' = Fast- t ime angle of attack 
8 = Pitch angle 
8' = Fast- t ime pitch angle 
0 
9 = Rate of change of pitch angle 
0 1  
8 = Fast- t ime r a t e  of change of pitch angle 
00 
8 = Pitch angle accelleration 
OO4 8 = Fast- t ime pitch angle accelleration 
Z = Climb ra t e  
Z = F a s t  t ime climb ra te  
0 
0 1  
Z = Altitude 
Z'  = Fas t - t ime altitude 
ZQ = Altitude s teer ing signal 
Z 'Q = Fast- t ime altitude s teer ing signal 
p = Flight path vector angle 
V = Flight path velocity vector magnitude 
The predictor t ime span is changed by changing the forward gain 
of the fast - t ime equation. 
the predictor t ime span were  used: 
altitude for the next 5 seconds, 10 seconds,  e tc) .  
In the simulation performed,  th ree  values of 
5, 10 and 20 seconds (i. e . ,  a i rc raf t  
The determination of gain for each section was discussed in an 
ear l ie r  section. 
The output of the fast - t ime equation is displayed on a two-gun 
Dumont 32212 oscilloscope as  a ver t ical  deflection of one gun. 
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FROM CORRESPONDING 
TERM IN REAL-TIME TOFEEDBACK 
LOOP CIRCUITRY e 
FROM 
STAGE 
PRECEDING- 
PREDICTOR TIME 
SELECT OR 
TO NEXT STAGE 
Figure V - 3 .  Fast-Time Computing Section 
Figure V - 4 .  Prediction of Altitude Flight Path 
Profile for Next 10 Seconds 
2. Time Generation Functions 
a.  Prediction Cycle Generator 
The m a s t e r  oscil lator program consists of an integrator inverter  
and l imiter connected in a closed loop, Figure V-5. 
V-6 
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Figure V - 5 .  Prediction Cycle Generator 
The output amplitude i s  a precisely regulated square wave. The 
amplitude is a function of the voltage regulating element ( V 4  and V5) .  
The frequency of oscillation i s  governed by the forward gain in the 
loop, pr imari ly  by the integrator elements,  R1, R2 and C2. 
The duty cycle is determined by the rat io  of R1, R 2  and the 
polarity of the diodes in V 1 .  
The output square  wave is used to  drive the sweep generator and 
the fast-t ime r e se t  switches.  
components to minimize contact c losure  t ime and res i s tance  since 
t ransients  and pickup in  the high gain, fas t - t ime loop (8 x 1 0  6 ) can  be 
exceedingly difficult to eliminate. 
The r e s e t  switches used a r e  dry reed  
b. Sweep Generator P rogram 
The sweep generator program consists of an operational amplifier 
connected as  an integrator with a dual tr iode connected from input to 
output to  short  the integrator into r e s e t  whenever the mas ter  oscil lator 
goes positive. The incoming square wave has been clipped such that 
grid potential remains below ze ro  dc (Figure V-  6).  
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Figure V -  6. Sweep Generator P r o g r a m  
The result ing sweep waveform has a period equal to the on period 
of the mas te r  oscil lator.  
predictor display horizontal dr ive and to  the dynamic photoformer 
horizontal dr ive.  
The output of the sweep generator is  fed to  the 
3.  Altitude Above Te r ra in  Measurement 
The measurement  of altitude above the t e r r a in  consists of 
sampling the t e r r a i n  data at  a predetermined point on the horizontal 
sweep by coincidence gating of a t r a c k  and hold c i rcu i t .  
The coincidence detector and t r ack  and hold circui ts  a r e  shown in 
Figures V-7 and V - 8 .  
computed altitude to develop radar  altitude. 
One detects t e r r a in  altitude ahead of the a i rc raf t  a s  an input driving 
function for automatic t e r r a in  following (ATF).  
A second unit is used to provide cur ren t  r ada r  altitude (Figure V-8). 
The output t e r r a i n  altitude is summed with 
Two such units a r e  used. 
(See Figure V - 7 .  ) 
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Figure  V-7 .  Radio Altitude Generat ion 
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F igu re  V - 8 .  A T F  Generation 
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4. Dynamic Photoformer 
A photoformer was developed to generate t e r r a i n  contour and 
glide slope wave shapes through use of a cathode r ay  tube, photoconductive 
cell ,  and film drive mechanism, Figure V-9 .  A sawtooth voltage was 
used to sweep the cathode r a y  tube spot horizontally; a photocell viewing 
the sc reen  was used to make the spot va ry  vertically to conform to the 
t e r r a in  contour of a 70-mm film mask  (Figure V-10) driven ac ross  the 
cathode r ay  tube face.  Thus, the output voltage wave shape was a 
replica of the shape of the contour mask  use.  
used at  the end of each sweep to tu rn  off the cathode r a y  tube spot 
during r e t r ace .  
A blanking pulse was 
The photofor mer  functions degeneratively so that variations of 
cathode r ay  tube brilliance, photoconductive ce l l  sensitivity and the 
gain of any amplifier employed have negligible effects on the t ransfer  
device. However, the photoformer is l imited in response t ime  by 
conventional bandwidth considerations and by the response t ime of the 
photoconductive c e 11 used. 
Figure V-9.  Photoformer Drive Mechanism 
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Figure V - 1 0 .  Sample of 7 0  MM Fi lm Terra in  
Profi le  Used in Photoformer 
With fur ther  c i rcui t  refinements,  r i s e  t imes  of l e s s  than 20 micro-  
seconds were  achieved. 
t ime around the feedback loop. 
of the phosphor of the cathode r a y  tube cascaded with the delay t ime 
through the amplifiers and photocells. Fo r  shor t  output r i s e  t imes ,  
the total  delay t ime must be short .  
decay t ime,  in  o rde r  of decreasing pers is tence,  a r e  P1, P11, P5  and 
P15. 
in  the output c i rcui t  of approximately 10 microseconds,  which correspond 
to a high frequency cutoff of approximately 150 kc. 
This was accomplished by analyzing the delay 
This delay t ime included the decay t ime 
Phosphors which exhibit shor t  
By using a P5 phosphor, it was possible t o  provide r i s e  t imes ,  
Another factor considered in  the design was the degree of accuracy 
with which the center  of the spot coincided with the mask  height. . This was 
determined by an analysis of the gain around the forward loop. 
determined that for loop gains on the o rde r  of 40 d b  o r  grea te r ,  the 
position of a given portion of the spot generally coincided with the mask 
displacement to  an accuracy of better than 1 percent .  
employed is shown in Figure V-  11. 
It was 
The c i rcu i t ry  
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F i g u r e  V-  11. E l e c t r i c a l  Schematic  - Photoformer  Ci rcu i t  
COCKPIT MOCKUP 
A cockpit  mockup was cons t ruc ted  to  provide r a d i o  alt i tude,  
p r e s s u r e  alt i tude,  gyro horizon and c l i m b  r a t e .  The predic tor  display 
was shown on a Dumont 5 inch 322A osci l loscope mounted d i rec t ly  in 
front of the  pilot. 
two-axis potent iometer  pickoff. 
init iate trials. 
ca l ibra ted  potent iometer .  
A two-axis flight cont ro l  s t i c k  was  provided with 
A switch on the  handgrip was u s e d  t o  
A c o m m a n d  alt i tude cont ro l  was  provided as a 10-turn 
D. EXPERIMENTER - CONTROL CONSOLE 
A n  exper imenta l  cont ro l  console  w a s  cons t ruc ted  t o  s implify 
exper imenta l  opera t ions ,  F i g u r e  V-  12. The following cont ro ls  w e r e  
inc lude d: 
1. P r e d i c t o r  t i m e  s e l e c t o r  - Selects  5-, l o - ,  o r  20-second 
p r e d i c t o r .  
2. Rea l - t ime loop cont ro l  s e l e c t o r  - Selects  AFCS on manual  
cont ro l  mode for r e a l - t i m e  loop. 
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Figure V- 12. Experimental  Control Panel 
3 .  Fas t - t ime loop selector  - Selects AFCS o r  manual control 
mode for fas t - t ime loop. 
4. Computer control switch - Selects computer function: Hold, 
Operate, Standby. 
5. Sweep switch - Controls display X-axis sweep: ON-OFF. 
6 .  Photoformer control switch - Controls photoformer film 
drive motor: Forward,  Off, Reverse.  
7 .  Recorder pen switch - Selects automatic X-Y recorder  pen 
operation or  pen up. 
8. E r r o r  integrator input switch - Controls input to e r r o r  
integrator:  RUN, STOP. 
9. E r r o r  integration r e se t  switch - Controls e r r o r  integrator:  
RUN, RESET. 
V-13 
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E. 
10. I. C. altitude switch - Selects initial condition altitude: 1, 2, 
3, 4 units. 
11. Display selector  switch - Selects display presented: 
predictor display, altitude and quickened altitude display 
(displayed a s  two dots),  altitude dot only. 
MANUAL ALTITUDE CONTROL 
A study was designed and conducted to  determine the effect of 
predictor display prediction t ime span on altitude changing performance, 
relative to  performance achieved in conventional instrument  performance 
for  the s a m e  task .  
Four altitude levels were  used: 100, 200, 300 and 400  feet .  
Three predictor t ime spans were employed: a i rc raf t  position in 
5 seconds, 10 seconds and 20 seconds (Figure V-  13). 
condition was employed in which the subject used radio altitude, gyro 
horizon and cl imb ra t e  to  perform the s a m e  task.  
A fourth display 
The basic control t a s k  was to re turn  an offset altitude to a ze ro  
reference.  
indication at one of the altitude offsets. In the conventional ca se ,  the 
offset appeared on the r ada r  a l t imeter .  
The predictor display offset appeared as a level flight 
The integrated e r r o r  for  the t ime away f r o m  the zero  reference 
This measure  ref lects  the t ime f o r  a fixed t r i a l  period was obtained. 
taken to ze ro  the e r r o r .  Each t r i a l  was recorded  and character ized 
with respect  to flight path performance achieved. A basic latin square  
experimental  design was employed to collect data to  minimize position 
and o rde r  effects in condition presentation. 
each t r i a l .  
A recording was taken of 
In each t r i a l ,  the pilot-subject would initiate the trial by depressing 
a switch on the flight control column. 
a i rc raf t  by manipulation of the flight control column. He would reduce 
the attitude e r r o r  in an appropriate maneuver and maintain ze ro  e r r o r  
until the end of the t r i a l .  The conditions used a r e  shown in Table V-3.  
He would maneuver the simulated 
V-  14 
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Figure V - 1 3 .  Appearance of Predictor  Display in 5-,  l o - ,  and 
20-Second Prediction 
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Table  V-3. Exper imenta l  Display Conditions 
5-Second P r e d i c t o r  100 Foot E r r o r  
10- Second P r e d i c t o r  200 Foot E r r o r  
300 Foot E r r o r  
X 
20-Second P r e d i c t o r  400 Foot E r r o r  
1. Resul ts  
The exper imenta l  r e s u l t s  w e r e  t r e a t e d  in two different ways: 
(1)  a n  ana lys i s  of v a r i a n c e  w a s  p e r f o r m e d  on the  n u m e r i c a l  integrated 
alt i tude e r r o r ,  and (2) the record ings  w e r e  c h a r a c t e r i z e d  by s tabi l i ty  
of response ,  t i m e  t o  r e d u c e  e r r o r  and magnitude of overshoot .  
a .  Analysis of Variance of Altitude E r r o r  
The ana lys i s  of v a r i a n c e  was  p e r f o r m e d  t o  obtain t h e  significance 
of o v e r a l l  difference between the display conditions (D) ,  altitude e r r o r  
conditions (A) between subject  (B/Ss) ,  and the interact ions;  alt i tude by 
display condition, subjects  by alt i tude (S x A),  subjec ts  by displays 
(S x D), and subjects  by displays by alt i tudes (S x A x D). 
The r e s u l t s  of the ana lys i s  a r e  shown in  Table  V-4, and the r e s u l t s  
f o r  e a c h  condition and  alt i tude offset  a r e  shown in  F i g u r e  V-  14. 
(1) Displays.  The highly significant difference between displays 
would tend  t o  conf i rm the  hypothesis that  p e r f o r m a n c e  with a predict ion 
t i m e  of 5 seconds would be different than  that  for  the  conventional and 
20-second predict ion t i m e s .  F i g u r e  V-  15 which combines the  alt i tude 
offset  d a t a  for  each  display mode would s e e m  t o  show that  the difference 
is due t o  the  p e r f o r m a n c e  o c c u r r i n g  on t h e  20-second predict ion mode.  
It is somewhat  s u r p r i s i n g  that  th i s  difference a p p e a r s  when the 
relat ively c r u d e  a v e r a g e  altitude e r r o r  m e a s u r e  is u s e d  as a c r i t e r i o n .  
(2) Altitude. The highly significant difference between the alt i tude 
offsets  is not s u r p r i s i n g  s ince  the independent var iab le  alt i tude e r r o r  is 
made up of the t i m e  i n t e g r a l  of alt i tude.  
w e r e  held constant  and t h e  alt i tude offset  i n c r e a s e d ,  the  e r r o r  would 
Thus,  i f  the  t i m e  of r e s p o n s e  
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Table V-4. Analysis of Variance Resul t s  
5210. 15 
52. 35 
20. 68 
22 .69  
1431. 34 
229. 62 
N. S. (0.  0365) 
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20 
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493.86 23.88 
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Figure  V- 14. Display Modes (Data Consolidated for All Alti tudes) 
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Figure V-15. Altitude Offsets (Data Consolidated for  All 
Display Modes) 
400 
FEET 
increase proportionally. If, however, t ime of response was associated 
with altitude offset, the curve would probably r i s e  more  steeply. 
Examination of Figure V-  16 indicates that  a relatively l inear increase  
seems to occur .  
but does not prove it. 
This favors the constant-t ime of response hypothesis 
b. Analysis of Records 
A second t reatment  of the data was made to  develop a more  
fundamental knowledge of the propert ies  of performance of the effect 
of prediction t ime relative to  the performance on a conventional 
display sys tem.  
Each record  was examined to determine: (1) t ime  of response,  
(2)  overshoot o r  undershoot, and ( 3 )  est imated stability. 
1. Time of Response. 
t r i a l  s t a r t  until the base line is c rossed .  
This is measured a s  the t ime taken f rom 
2. Overshoot. This measu re  ref lects  maximum departure  f rom 
the re ference  af ter  crossing the base line whether undershot 
o r  overshot. 
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Figure V-16. Display Modes 
3 .  Estimated Stability. This estirnate is essentially an opinion 
rating based on the scale  below: 
Rank 5 - Smooth curve without oscillation about reference 
Rank 4 - Essentially smooth curve with sma l l  amplitude 
Rank 3 - Majority of curve smooth with marked  oscillation 
Rank 2 -  Irregularity in major curve and mild oscillation 
Rank 1 - I r regular i ty  in  major curve and marked oscillation 
oscillation at  r ef e r enc e 
in reference 
at reference 
at reference 
(1) Results. The t ime required to  c r o s s  the baseline for each 
predictor mode and for the conventional mode increases  with predictor 
t ime.  
is intermediate,  closely paralleling performance with the 10-second 
predictor .  
Fo r  a l l  altitude offsets, performance with the conventional display 
The resu l t s  a r e  shown graphically in Figures  V-  17,  V-  18, V- 19, 
V-20,  V-21 and in tabular form in Table V-5 .  
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F i g u r e  V-21. Mean T i m e  - 400 F e e t  
Table V-5. 
All  Altitude 
Mean 
100 F e e t  
M 
U 
200 F e e t  
M 
U 
300 F e e t  
M 
U 
400 F e e t  
M 
U 
T i m e  to Cross  Basel ine Display Modes 
5 Sec 
3. 83  
2. 85 
0. 64 
3 .  3 2  
0. 7 2  
4. 01 
1 .  21 
4. 7 0  
0. 7 2  
10 Sec 
4. 38 
4. 02 
0. 7 0  
4. 28 
0. 87 
4 . 4 5  
0. 8 1  
4 . 7 7  
0. 8 3  
20 Sec 
7 .  13 
6 . 7 3  
0. 48 
7. 05 
0. 51  
7 . 3 5  
0. 77 
7 . 3 9  
0. 97 
C onv 
5.  07 
3. 17 
0. 42  
4. 22 
0. 41  
5 . 5 7  
0. 79 
7. 31 
1. 24 
v-22 
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(2 )  Stability. Reference to Figures  V-22,  V - 2 3 ,  V-24 ,  V-25 ,  and 
V - 2 6  and Table V - 6  indicates that  the est imated stability is poorest  for 
the 5- second predictor display and the conventional display. Est imated 
stability increased with increasing prediction t ime.  
( 3 )  Overshoot. The overshoot result ing f rom an altitude changing 
maneuver is greatest  for the shortest  prediction t ime (5 seconds) and 
least  for  the longest prediction t ime.  Use of the conventional display 
mode resu l t s  in the grea tes t  overshoot (Table V - 7  and Figures  V-27 ,  
V - 2 8 ,  V - 2 9 ,  V-30,  and V-31) .  
(4 )  General  Conclusion. The predictor display modes can be 
character ized as  follows for  the dynamics employed: 
1 .  Use of the 5-second prediction t ime is character ized by a shor t  
response time, considerable overshoot and was judged unstable. 
Increasing prediction t ime was associated with increasing 
judged stability and lessened overshoot. 
Use of the conventional display tended to resul t  in poor 
stability, character is t ical ly  longer medium response t ime,  
and a la rge  overshoot relative to  the predictor display modes. 
2. 
3 .  
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Figure V - 2 2 .  Mean Stability - Collapsed 
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Figure  V-25.  Mean Stability - 300 Feet 
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All Altitude 
Mean 
100 Fee t  
M 
U 
200 Fee t  
M 
0- 
300 Feet  
M 
0- 
400 Feet  
M 
0- 
All Altitude 
Mean 
100 Feet  
M 
0- 
200 Fee t  
M 
0- 
300 Feet  
M 
0- 
400 Feet  
M 
0- 
Table V-6 .  Estimated Stability 
Display Modes 
5 Sec 
3. 40 
3 .54  
0. 39 
3 .46  
0. 64 
3 .37  
0. 43 
3 .  13 
0. 83  
I 4.87  43 32 
3. 87  
1. 05 
4 . 5 4  
0. 34 
4. 67 
0. 28 
4. 88 
0. 19 
4. 88 
0. 19 
4. 92  
0. 12 
4.  25 4. 83 
0. 35 1 0. 28 
Table V-7 .  Overshoot (In Fee t )  
5 Sec 
11 .44  
7 . 1 0  
5 .  28 
10. 29 
6.  12 
12. 08 
7 . 2 0  
16. 29 
9 . 9 9  
d 
Convent ion 
3 .29  
3. 58 
0.77 
2. 84  
0. 98 
3.46 
0. 96 
3. 33 
0. 80  
Dis play Modes 
10  Sec 
7 .  41 
4 . 5 4  
3.  19 
5 .  38 
3 . 7 3  
6. 83  
3. 66 
12 .88  
5 . 8 6  
V-26 
20 Sec 
6 .  27 
2. 42  
1. 19 
3 . 7 5  
1. 8 1  
5. 13 
2. 47 
13 .79  
8.  3 2  
Convention 
14. 70 
14 .42  
4. 51 
14. 13 
7.  42 
13. 58 
3. 60  
16. 67 
8. 67 
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Figure V-31. Mean Overshoot - 400 Feet  
F. MONITORING AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM 
PERFORMANCE 
A s e r i e s  of exploratory studies were  undertaken to  evaluate the 
utility of the predictor display in monitoring the performance of an 
Automatic Flight Control System in a t e r r a i n  following mode. 
No attempt was made to obtain sufficient quantitative data for  
statist ical  analysis due to the methodological difficulty of providing 
sufficient stimulus ma te r i a l  extending over a long enough t ime period 
to provide a real is t ic  simulation of the monitoring situation in an 
a i rc raf t .  The resu l t s  of this study were  essentially observational. 
1. Simulation 
The simulation consisted of the presentation of t e r r a i n  data on the 
face of a cathode r a y  tube. 
a simulation of an a i rc raf t  moving at 400 miles  an hour. 
The t e r r a i n  presented is scaled to  provide 
The computer program for the AFCS is shown in Figure V-2. 
V-29  
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The subject was seated facing the display. Each t r i a l  consisted 
of a 3-minute presentation of one of the predictor display modes 
(5-second prediction, 10-second prediction, and 20-second prediction) 
for  a conventional predictor and a predictor modified to  include a 
fast- t ime simulation of the automatic flight control system. 
2. Results 
a.  Conventional Predictor  Display 
All predictions (5, 10 and 20 seconds) were unsatisfactory. The 
use of a predictor which does not employ a fas t - t ime model of the 
Automatic Flight Control System provides a fa l se  t ransient  response 
since the fo rm of the prediction is not re la ted to the closed loop response 
of the AFCS a i rc raf t  sys tem.  
b. Predictor  Displays with AFCS Fas t  Time Simulation 
In general, the provision of an AFCS fast- t ime simulation 
provided an identity of dynamic response between the predictor model 
and the real- t ime a i rc raf t  equation. 
c .  Five-Second Prediction 
The 5-second prediction was inadequate a s  a monitor since a 
clobber could occur befor e pilot take-over could have an appreciable 
effect on a i rc raf t  altitude. 
d .  Ten- Second Prediction 
The 10-second prediction was judged by al l  pilots in a l l  ca ses  to 
be the most satisfactory prediction interval.  
sufficient to provide an adequate pilot take-over for the t e r r a in  and 
a i rc raf t  dynamics employed. 
The lead t ime was 
e .  Twenty-Second Prediction 
The ZO-second prediction was judged to be sat isfactory but generally 
was ranked behind the 10-second prediction. 
the long prediction tended to provide relatively useless  information for 
the flight configuration employed. 
The pilot group felt that 
V-30  
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f ,  Conventional 
The conventional indication (parallels cu r ren t  E-scan  sys t em)  
was judged to  be satisfactory.  
a near passage over an obstacle was m o r e  frequent than with 10- and 
20- second prediction. 
Pilot take-over due to uncertainty about 
g. General  Results 
The resu l t s  here  suggest that: 
1. The predictor display in  monitoring AFCS performance must 
utilize a fas t - t ime simulation of the Automatic Flight Control 
System . 
2.  The optimum prediction period will be associated with the 
a i rc raf t  dynamics, flight velocity and the disturbing function 
pa rame te r s .  
G. ANALYTICAL RESULTS VERSUS SIMULATION RESULTS 
The anlytical resul ts  indicate pr imari ly  that as prediction t ime 
decreases  for  the dynamics chosen, the gain required of the pilot to  
maintain stability will increase .  
analysis is  that the predictor end point is maintained at the re ference  
indication. 
The pr imary  assumption i n  the 
For  the assumed nominal gains for  the pilot, it i s  predicted that 
the 5-second prediction mode will be in  a borderline stability s ta te .  
The resu l t s  of the simulation correspond almost exactly with 
the analytical resul t .  
shoot, and the poor es t imated stability of the 5-second prediction 
corroborate  this analytical finding. 
The shor t  response t ime,  the tendency to over-  
The longest prediction interval (20 seconds) requiring the  least 
pilot gain analytically was charac te r ized  in the simulation a s  "too 
sensitive" (small  control motions resul ted in la rge  displacement of 
the predictor end point). 
It is fe l t  that the complex pitch axis analysis represents  the most 
Analysis of that can  be accomplished by a s t r ic t ly  analytical approach. 
the 6-degree-of -freedom c a s e  with complex c r o s s  -coupling t e r m s  
would be impract ical .  
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VI. SYNTHETIC PITCH AXIS PREDICTOR D I S P L A Y  
The advantages of the  pred ic tor  display in manual  cont ro l  and  in 
monitoring automatic  flight cont ro l  s y s t e m  p e r f o r m a n c e  as indicated 
in previous sect ions would suggest  that  such  a display be mechanized 
for  f u r t h e r  tes t ing i n  a m o r e  r igorous  environment .  
A mechanization ana lys i s  conducted in the  c o u r s e  of t h e  study 
c l a r i f i e s  the m a j o r  p r o b l e m  a r e a  - the feasibi l i ty  of procur ing  a c c u r a t e  
a i r c r a f t  r e a l - t i m e  equations which a r e  valid a c r o s s  a l a r g e  velocity 
range  and a i r c r a f t  configurations.  
The improbabi l i ty  of achieving t h e s e  equations and the difficulty 
of mechanizing the f a s t - t i m e  equations with the  exceedingly high gains 
r e q u i r e d  in the f o r w a r d  loop, prec lude  an  effective t r a n s i t i o n  f r o m  
simulat ion t o  operat ional  equipment.  
Experience has been gained in  mechanization of automatic  t e r r a i n  
following s y s t e m s  in which a backward calculation of flight path is made 
using a i r c r a f t  flight p a r a m e t e r s  to  develop the d e s i r e d  path re la t ive  t o  
the m e a s u r e d  t e r r a i n .  
exceedingly difficult and prohibit ively expensive in equipment and 
rel iabi l i ty .  
This  approach  has  been de termined  t o  be 
Clear ly  this  approach  to the  development of a display t o  monitor 
flight per formance  to  improve  flight sa fe ty  is highly undesirable .  
new approach  would have t o  be found. 
A 
The approach was provided inadvertently f r o m  the comment  of a 
pilot subject  who indicated during the  c o u r s e  of a tr ial  that he  would be 
happier i f  the  prediction l ine indicated the l ine of flight - that  the  curved  
flight path was  not des i rab le!  
he was attempting t o  u s e  the  pred ic tor  display as a t r a n s v e r s e  att i tude 
indicator  s ince  he was making s h a r p  adjustments  i n  pitch r a t h e r  than a 
continuous adjustment ,  as would occur  in a t r a c k  obtained when the  
pred ic tor  end point is maintained on t h e  alt i tude r e f e r e n c e .  
Examinat ion of his  r e c o r d s  revea led  that  
The new approach c o n s i s t s  of the provis ion of a display of flight 
The  
Aircraf t  
vector  velocity r e f e r e n c e d  to  c u r r e n t  alt i tude ( F i g u r e  VI-  1) .  
s imulat ion mechanization is s t ra ight  f o r w a r d  ( F i g u r e  VI-  2) .  
al t i tude and angle of a t tack  a r e  combined t o  yield flight path and 
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Figure  VI-  1. Synthetic Predic tor  Display 
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Figure  VI- 2. Simulation Mechanization 
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r e fe r r ed  to aircraft altitude. 
control the period of a sawtooth generator.  
consists of resolving this  vector through the flight path angle developed. 
True  aircraft vector velocity is used to  
The X ,  Y display conversion 
I 
If the display is appropriately scaled, a prediction exists of 
future position of the a i rc raf t .  
since the pitch attitude r a t e  t e r m  is not provided. 
The a i rc raf t  flight path is not provided 
In theory,  manual control should be stable and accurate.  The 
lead prediction t e rm.  required of the pilot is that for  pitch r a t e  requiring 
l e s s  than 90" of phase lead, depending upon the a i rc raf t  configuration. 
The possibility of inducing instability a s  a function of adjusting 
flight path per  s e  is eliminated. 
interpreted integration of relatively conventional a i rc raf t  display 
parameters  (altitude, attitude, and a i rc raf t  velocity). When incorporated 
with an EScan (Figure V I - 3 )  o r  synthetic glide slope, Figure VI -4 ,  the 
interpretabil i ty is quite simple. 
up over a t e r r a i n  obstacle, should be of considerable help (Figure V I - 5 )  
since inadequate power will requi re  adjustment of thrott le position. 
The display format  provides an easily 
The velocity indication, when pulling 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
CUR RENT ALTITUDE 
RADAR E SCAN 
DISPLAY (RANGE 
HEIGHT) 
FLIGHT VECTOR 
(LENGTH PROPORTIONAL 
T O  VECTOR VELOCITY) 
COMMAND VELOCITY 
(OR REFERENCE STALL 
SPEED ETC)  
b 
Figure VI -3 .  Synthetic Predictor  Display i n  E Scan 
Te r ra in  Following 
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1. ALTITUDE 
RELATIVE T O  
R E F  E R E  N C E 
2. VELOCITY COMMAND 
3. PREDICTION VECTOR 
4. ALTITUDE REFERENCE 
Figure VI-4.  Synthetic Predictor  Display in ILS Approach 
Figure VI-5.  Synthetic Predictor  Display in Te r ra in  Following 
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Prel iminary testing indicates that  this display sys tem would 
provide a distinct advance in display technology in both manual flight 
control and in monitoring automatic flight control performance. 
extensive evaluation while required is not within the scope of this study. 
An 
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V I  I .  CONCLUSlONS 
I 
A predictor display instrument,  when used by experienced pilots 
Inexper ienc ed s ubj ect s (non- pilots ) 
in simple manual control of altitude does not provide a distinct advantage 
over conventional altitude control.  
report  that altitude changing is "easier"  for them when they use the 
predictor display. 
The optimum prediction t ime i s  re la ted to: (a )  the dynamic 
response of the a i rc raf t  and (b) the bandwidth of the forcing function. 
For  the sys tem studied, long prediction periods r a i s e  the display 
sys tem gain, lower pilot gain, and reduce the forward gain of the overal l  
system. Short prediction t imes  r a i s e  the demanded pilot gain, increases  
the probability of an overshoot and loss of control. 
The long prediction t ime resu l t s  in an excessively sensitive 
control movement requirement  by the pilot (lowered pilot gain). 
Predictor  displays used for monitoring automatic flight control 
sys tem performance, which do not include the fast- t ime calculation of 
the automatic flight control sys tem performance, resul t  in l e s s  efficient 
monitoring performance than those predictor displays which utilize 
fas t - t ime simulation of the automatic flight control system performance. 
Predictor  display systems utilizing fast-t ime computation to 
generate a flight path prediction a r e  extremely sensitive to component 
drift,  and gain changes. Dynamic changes in a i rc raf t  equations of 
motion as  a function of the velocity range change in a i rc raf t  configuration 
(s tores ,  flaps, e tc )  introduce excessively difficult mechanization para- 
me te r s  for  maintaining an accurate  prediction of flight path. 
A synthesized predictor display providing a graphic representa-  
tion of the flight vector r e f e r r e d  to present  a i r c ra f t  altitude appears  to 
yield flight control performance superior  to the flight path predictor 
display and is susceptible to simple and direct  mechanization. 
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V I  I I. R E ~ ~ M M E ~ D A T I O ~ S  
It is recommended that: 
1. 
2.  
3 .  
4. 
A simulation evaluation of the synthesized predictor display 
be undertaken to deter mine manual a i rc raf t  control per - 
formance and monitoring performance in automatic flight 
control modes 
A mechanization analysis be conducted to  establish display 
design and development parameters  
A pitch axis synthesized predictor display be constructed to 
meet flight-worthy specifications 
A flight t e s t  p rogram be conducted to evaluate the display in 
manual and automatic flight control modes in both t e r r a in  
following and ins t r um ent approach 
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APPENDIX: RECORDS OF SUBJECTTRIALS IN  ALTITUDE CHANGING 
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Figure A-2.  Subject 1 - 10 Seconds 
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Figure A-3. Subject 1 - 20 Seconds 
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